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from 20 to 45 mm

DESCRIPTION

PROPLATE FIX is a pro�le in vinyl resin 
used to cover the hole in the concrete 
or in the �ooring in case of structural 
joints. Its particular geometry and ease 
of �xing, make it a highly sought after 
pro�le that could be apply in a lot of 
environments.

MATERIAL

PROPLATE FIX is a pro�le in white rigid 
non-toxic shockproof vinyl resin, with a 
visible surface of 50 mm, used to cover 
the hole in the concrete or in the 
�ooring in case of structural joints. The 
pro�le, 5 mm height, is equipped in the 
backside with a dovetail cavity guaran-
ting the �xing of stainless steel clips. 
The perimetral version is available. For 
�ooring and perimetral application are 
necessary 7 clips for each bar 3 meter 
length; for wall and ceiling 5 clips. Its 
particular geometry and ease of �xing, 
make PROPLATE FIX a highly sought 
after pro�le that could be apply in a lot 
of environments.

AREAS OF USE

PROPLATE FIX in rigid non-toxic 
shockproof vinyl resin is suitable for 
every kind of environment where good 
resistance to chemical stresses are 
required. 

WARNINGS

Do not use PROPLATE FIX in rigid non-
toxic shockproof vinyl resin in swimming 
 pools, in environments where aggressive
 substances are used, outdoor and where
 heavy tra�c is expected

MAINTENANCE

PROPLATE FIX does not require special 
maintenance; it is suggested to clean it 
with normal household cleaning 
products.

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Choose "PROPLATE FIX" in the 
desired width.
2. Cut "PROPLATE FIX" to the desired 
length
3. Place the stainless steel clips into the 
dovetail cavity in the backside of the 
pro�le. Use 7 clips for bar for �ooring 
and perimetral application and 5 for 
wall and ceiling.
4. Place the pro�le over the structural 
joint and press it with a uniform pressu-
re favoring the insertion and 
locking of the clips.

TEXT TEMPLATE FOR TENDERS

Supply and installation of rigid non-toxic 
shockproof vinyl resin pro�le with a visible 
surface of 50 mm, used to cover the hole in the 
concrete or in the �ooring in case of structural 
joints. The pro�le, 5 mm height, is equipped in 
the backside with a dovetail cavity guaranting 
the �xing of stainless steel clips that guarantee 
the pro�le �xing, like PROPLATE FIX of the 
Progress Pro�les company.

PETFXP / PETFXP 50-01: Rigid non-toxic 
shockproof vinyl resin
CPFXAC 40: Stainless steel anchor clips

Pro�le width :  ____________________ mm
Pro�le lenght : _____________________ mt
Material :  _______________________ €/mt
Application :  ____________________ €/mt
Total value :  _____________________€/mt


